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‘When you have to meet the standards’

The bitterness of poor quality remains long after the 

sweetness of a low price has been forgotten.

Shallow Airflow

Deep Airflow

Unijet Cross Section

Cone Centre Cross Section

The Choice is Yours
A ducted heating or cooling system is an investment in your families personal comfort. As

much emphasis should be placed on the type of ancillary products as to the type of unit

you purchase.

Smooth Styling
Our round ceiling diffusers are manufactured from ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene)

plastic, which is the same type of plastic that is used in products like telephones, fridge

liners and hard hats.

The smooth curve of the outside flange gives an attractive and unobtrusive finish. It is the

same smooth curve that is used on our other plastic diffusers. So when you purchase

Westaflex manufactured products, you get a job that is aesthetically pleasing throughout

your home and built to last.

Unijet
Unijets have been designed not to just

‘dump’ air straight down like other

similar diffusers. The Unijet disperses

the air over a greater area because it’s

louvres are at different angles. 

This gives a more even temperature 

over a greater area.

Cone Centre
Cone Centres are designed to suit the

reverse cycle systems. Cone Centres

allow adjustable control of the airflow

by moving the centre up or down. This

is achieved by a screwing technique.

Clockwise decreases and shallows the

airflow while anti-clockwise increases

and deepens the airflow.

Unijet Cross Section

DIMENSION INFORMATION

Unijets have been designed not to just ‘dump’ air straight down like other similar 
diffusers. The Unijet disperses the air over a greater area because its louvres are 
at different angles. This gives a more even temperature over a greater area.

Duct Size 
(mm)

Face Size  
(mm) 

Spigot Diameter 
(mm)

Spigot Length 
(mm)

Cut-Out Size 
(mm)

150 220 145 70 200

200 268 195 70 250

250 338 248 70 305

• Manufactured from V Zero fi re rated ABS plastic AS/NZ 1530 pt 3.
• Designed to push supply air into the room as shown.
• Spring loaded fi xing clips.
• Adjustable ‘set and forget’ damper blade.
• Resistant to scratching and fading.
• Positive lock duct tabs.

UNIJET CEILING DIFFUSER 

Duct Size (mm) Colour Order Code

150 White DCT0500

150 Ice White DCT2610

200 White DCT0501

200 Ice White DCT2611

250 White DCT0098
Unijet Ceiling Diffuser
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